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REIC Mission, Core Values, Vision
Our Mission
The Real Estate Institute of Canada’s
objective is to advance professionalism
in the real estate industry.

President’s Message
Thanks to our dedicated board members with many years
experience and our newest directors fully involved in their
responsibilities. Momentum is building within a successful
networking session that took place on August 19th at the
Miller Tavern. Over 50 people registered for this event with
potential sponsors invited to experience our Chapter at it
best. Volunteers are signing up for various sub-committee
roles. Our directors are preparing their new sub-committees for an unprecedented membership gain. There is much
work to prepare for current and new member education.
Chapter growth will accelerate as REIC National develops a strategic alliance with
the Toronto Real Estate Board and International Real Estate Federation (FIABCI)‘s
Canadian Chapter. Serving our membership takes volunteer time and effort from
dedicated individuals who want to help, even with small tasks. We are always
looking for different and varied venues to host upcoming seminars and new series.
If you can spare a room with a spectacular view offering hosting capabilities, let
our committee chairs know. If your employer would like to sponsor one of our
events, let us know. Our committees can always use another set of hands to plan
and deliver our educational offerings.
The Chapter strives to keep members educated with our seminars, building tours
and networking opportunities. The Board is welcoming, inclusive and open to
ideas and suggestions from all its members. This is your Chapter – help keep it
GREAT.
Eugene Korneluk, BA, CPM®

Our Vision
An organization leveraging our diverse
expertise to benefit all stakeholders
Core Values
We believe in:
The value of high ethical standards
The benefit of experience
The power of knowledge and the
importance of sharing it
The strength of our diverse professional
community
Discover the benefits of choosing a
professionally designated REIC member.

Real Estate Institute of Canada Toronto Chapter •#310 - 2175 Sheppard Ave E. Toronto, ON M2J 1W8
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Thanks to our
SPONSORS

Upcoming Events

Toronto Milestone Awards 25 Years
Recipients
SeptemberMembership
18 Industry Leader Series
– Donald Schmitt
Armin Borgers

Clarence Gomes

Paul Cooper
Mary Di Felice

September

Mentors

26 Meet & Cheryl
Greet with
GrayREIC Toronto Chapter
Shaun Hanif

November 2 2013 REIC Toronto Chapter Awards Dinner Thanks to ourWestin
Sponsors
Prince Hotel Paul McCormick

Francesco Di Nardo
Walter Posner

Nick Iannazzo

Donna Swanson
Michael Wan

Monica Tang
Tel | Cell | Fax
416 443 0300
416 520 5544
416 443 8619
Email | Web
Realtor@Kenfinch.net
www.KenFinch.net
Shops at Don Mills
8 Sampson Mews, Ste 201
Toronto, Ontario, M3C 0H5

November - Toronto 2015 Pan American / Parapan American
Games Presentation & Tour

5

December Building Value Through Site Expansion: A Case
Study of Yorkdale Shopping Centre
December - Holiday Social

Office: 416 443 9250
Fax: 416 443 9260
email: johroberts@trebnet.com
JOHNMARK E. ROBERTS, FRI
Broker of Record
209-1370 Don Mills Rd., Toronto, ON, M3B

INTERESTED IN A REAL ESTATE RELATED
BUILDING TOUR OR EVENT?
PLEASE SEND US SUGGESTIONS TO
JOB POSTING
events@reictoronto.com
Looking for a new job, career change or wishing to advertise a new position on the REIC
website. click here to view The Career Centre
2

REIC offers a career posting service that’s cost-effective advertising of positions available in the
real estate industry, for further details, contact sandra.demedeiros@reic.com

Upcoming Events

8 Anual Awards Dinner - One King Street West
November 4 Seminar Series (Mississauga) Home Inspections
October

December
January

3 Sustainability Seminar (Toronto) PM Expo

20

Networking Event

3
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By John Bowen FRI, ARP, CPM®

W

ith the REIC National Conference and Annual
General Meeting held in Vancouver behind us,
we are now looking forward to the IREM Fall Leadership
Conference and the REME Awards. This year’s Fall Conference is being held in Salt Lake City, Utah at the Grand
America Hotel from October 20 – 24, 2015. Registration is open to members of the Institute of Real Estate
Management as well as Industry Professionals, Students
and non-member participants.
IREM Toronto Chapter #119 has been asked to do a presentation at the Conference about our award winning
Industry Leader Series. Ken Finch, FRI, CPM and John
Bowen, FRI, ARP, CPM will be attending in October to
outline to other IREM delegates how this series of seminars was so successful for our Chapter over the past two

years. Much of the success of this series is due to David
Roberts, CLO who helped launch the Industry Leader
Series in the fall of 2013 and the law firm McMillan LLP
which provided the venue for these presentations. Sponsors are the key to success and we are actively seeking
more sponsors for 2016.
Mary Aubrey, CPM, the Regional V.P. of Region 14 will
also be attending the Regional Fall Conference to represent the 8 Canadian chapters. As a reminder, the process for selecting Mary’s successor as the Region 14 RVP
has officially begun. This position would begin after the
2016 IREM Fall Leadership Conference for a two year
term. Further information about the position can be obtained by contacting the REIC National office.

REIC member-only discussion FORUMS
Stay connected and
informed. Anytime.
Anywhere.
To access/participate in
member forums:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click Login from top of
website homepage
Enter login information
Select REIC CONNECT
icon
Select from forum list

For login or technical assistance contact
sandra.demedeiros@reic.com

As a member of REIC, you are part of a network of
like-minded professionals. Take advantage of this
vast network with the new member-only online forum
- REIC Connect!
•
•
•
•

Share knowledge on real estate industry
issues
Exchange ideas that improve best practices
Gain perspectives from industry peers on current and emerging trends
Network for business referrals

The REIC forum provides a platform exclusive to REIC members to exchange
information relevant to their specific sectors of interest and/or chapter.
•
•
•
•

National forum (for all members, for general discussions)
Sector specific forums (for all members, for sector specific
discussions)
Topical discussion forums (for all members, for discussion and
exchange on specific topics)
Chapter forums (members have access to their own chapter forum
only; for chapter news, updates, activity, events, etc.)

We encourage you to leverage REIC CONNECT to grow your personal network
through discussions on topics of mutual interest.

®

Volunteer and
New Member Appreciation
Pub Night
he REIC Toronto Chapter would like to express their
gratitude to all the volunteers and new members, who
attended the event that took place on August 19, 2015,
at the historic Miller Tavern located on Yonge Street, near
York Mills.

T

We are requesting your time and fresh ideas as a volunteer
to assist on various committees. Please reach out to Beth
McKenzie at 416-491-2886 x248. She would be happy to
put you in touch with the various committees that require
assistance.

While the New Members and Volunteers enjoyed the food
and beer flowing, the Board of Directors and committee
members educated the new members and volunteers on
the many committees that are available for any member
to join.

Congratulations
to
received
their
Garry Bhaura
Marisa Ravells

each of the new members who
designations that evening.

Pan Am Athlete’s Village:
A Legacy to Toronto

Canada’s Anti-Spam Legislation – Act II
By Martin Rumack

J

anuary 15, 2015 saw the second piece of Canada’s
Anti-Spam legislation come into force. What has been
happening since January 15, 2015? As you may be
aware, the corporate software sections of the Act are designed to prevent the installation of unauthorized malware and spyware programs in computers; nonetheless,
there are different degrees of effects on all types of software applications. The Act provides that employers will
be held liable for the actions of their employees which
contravene the prohibitions contained in the legislation.
The affect of the legislation is extensive to say the least.
You may be aware that section 8 of the CASL requires
that “express consent” must be obtained before any
third party can install a computer program on another
party’s computer system in the course of commercial
activity. The impact of section 8 requires compliance
by any party who provides computer maintenance and
repair work, which results in the installation of software
on another party’s computer. Another prohibition is that
a web site cannot automatically install software on the
computer of a visitor to the site, nor can the visitor’s
software be uploaded without the express consent of the
visitor, whether the computer is owned or leased. Another requirement of this Act deals with other matters
related to the actual consent being obtained; namely,
a)
Obtain and maintain details of who, when, and
where consent was provided by;
b)
The reason consent was being requested;
c)
The contact information for the party who gives
consent including their mailing address, phone number,
email address;
d)
Providing a written statement to the consenting
party informing them of their right to withdraw their
consent; and,
e)
A description explaining the function and purpose of the computer program
which is to be installed on the consenting party’s computer.
An additional aspect of the legislation is that the law applies to organizations located outside of Canada
which offer software downloads
onto computers. Many people have

wondered what level of enforcement would be applied
by the CRTC. In March 2015, the CRTC imposed a fine
of $1.1 million on Compu-Finder, a Quebec based management trading company which had committed four
violations in sending emails without obtaining the required consent and without a functioning unsubscribe
feature. Another fine of $48,000.00 was imposed on
PlentyOfFish Media Inc., an online dating company, for
violating the unsubscribe requirement of the Act. The
settlement in terms of the fines also involved an undertaking from the offending party to the CRTC because of
the failure to provide a clear, readily visible, easily understandable, and uncomplicated workable unsubscribe
feature.
Based on these few cases, it appears that the CRTC fully
intends to enforce the legislation and assess very significant monetary penalties on violators who do not comply
– even if the non-compliance violation is of a non-technical matter. It also would appear that enforcement will
be applied to all sizes of businesses and not restricted to
only large corporations.
It is extremely important that any party making software
available commercially, describes in sufficient detail,
the function and purpose of the software in order to
ensure that the user clearly understands what they are
consenting to by agreeing to the installation of any software on their computer. In summary, the requirements
imposed on the installer of computer programs are extensive. Therefore, if you are a supplier/installer of computer programs, be cautious, and ensure
your organization complies.

Reverse Mortgage, Reverse What?
By Mitila Bulambo, CRU

I

am sure many of us have asked
the same question “What is a Reverse Mortgage?” As defined by
Google: A reverse mortgage is a
loan that allows older homeowners to access the equity in their
homes. Instead of making a mortgage payment to reduce your debt,
you receive money and increase
your debt. Reverse mortgages are
an option for people who want to
turn substantial home equity into cash.
Fifteen years ago I arrived in Toronto from Belgium with
only a few English phrases to my vocabulary. One day I sat
on a TTC bus when I saw a Scotiabank promotional advertisement about mortgage rates. When I read “mortgage”,
I asked myself why would people secure their death in a
bank? Well, French is my mother tongue and in French
“mort” means “death” and “gage” means “security”. Its etymology comes from the Latin “Mortuum Vadium”, “ dead
pledge”. I was close. What I did not realize is that I was
breathing in my own future and now today I work for a
Canadian Financial Institution that promotes mortgages,
Reverse Mortgages at that. I asked myself again how can a
mortgage be reversed. Well it can and this is how.

A Reverse mortgage gives senior homeowners, access to
a certain percentage of their home value to improve their
cash flow so that they don’t need to sell their home. Their
lifestyle is maintained or improved and debts are consolidated. There are no monthly payments to make, for as long
as they stay living in their home and the loan can be used
for any purpose.
As we all know, like any other loan, a Reverse Mortgage
comes with costs, many of the same costs associated with
a regular mortgage apply to reverse mortgages. You will
be required to pay for independent legal representation,
an appraisal fee and standard closing costs. In most cases, these fees and costs are capped and may be financed
as part of the reverse mortgage. Typically, the only out of
pocket expense is the appraisal fee. Any outstanding loans
secured by the home, must be paid with the reverse mortgage proceeds. And in case you decide to pay the mortgage before a certain period of time, you could face prepayment charges.
Which lenders offer Reverse Mortgages?
Due to its uniqueness, not many lenders offer this product.
As a matter of fact, there is only one provider of Reverse
Mortgage and it is HomEquity Bank in Canada. The mini-

mum age required to apply for a Reverse Mortgage is 55
years old. HomEquity Bank recently increased its maximum loan-to-value on a Reverse Mortgages to 55 percent.
In the United States, several lenders do offer this product
and the minimum age requirement is 62 years old. Other
countries like Australia and the U.K. also offer this product.
As in any product, a Reverse Mortgage has its advantages and its disadvantages. Some advantages are: payment
from a Reverse mortgage is tax-free income, the loan can
be repaid at any time, and the amount owed can never
exceed the value of the property, as long as the mortgage
is in good standing.
The financial flexibility that a Reverse Mortgage offers to
homeowners is the ideal solution to remedy a situation or
alleviate the stress of debt. Last month “The Ottawa Sun”,

a local newspaper, published an article about a 78 year
old lady who found herself in a terrible debt situation by
refinancing her house and financially supporting her adult
children with ‘free’ credit cards. A mortgage broker suggested that she use a Reverse Mortgage to stay in her home.
In the end the children helped to pay off her debts, however, a Reverse mortgage would have been the best possible
option for her if her children had not stepped in to help.
Senior Living, another local newspaper shared with us the
story of Loraine. A 71 year old from Halifax who did not
let the opportunity pass by. She took advantage of the CHIP
Reverse Mortgage when she found herself sinking in debt.
When the local community where she worked had to
make some adjustments in the budget, Loraine was transitioned from a full-time position to a part-time employment.

She made the right decision by contacting her financial
planner who contacted HomEquity Bank on her behalf. In
just a few steps Loraine’s property was appraised, and she
was eligible for the amount she needed to pay off her debts
and live free of financial stress.
While it can be the solution for some seniors, it may not
be a wise recommendation for others. A Reverse Mortgage
may not always be a good avenue to explore as Roland
Mackintosh, Business Development Manager at HomEquity Bank wrote to one of his referral partners …
”While it is nice to be able to help out your kids, does it
really make sense to use a $495,000 reverse mortgage to
“lend” to a family member and support a failing business? “
In this case, a Reverse Mortgage was the wrong choice for

the senior client. In his email, Roland shared some of the
details and explained why he advised against opting for a
Reverse mortgage. Roland was very transparent about circumstances where Homequity Bank does not recommend
its own product.
Homeowners must educate themselves before deciding if
a Reverse Mortgage is the best option for them. They have
to ask themselves the right questions and contact the right
people (a financial planner), who can assist them in making the right decisions for their particular situation. The
communication line between family members should always remain open and transparent so that the beneficiaries
are aware of the financial situation of their loved ones and
are therefore prepared to face any and all circumstances.

SPOTLIGHT
By Ramona Ursu, FRI, CLO

This quarter, we sit down with prominent commercial real estate lawyer, Brennan
Carroll, and discuss outside-the-box transactions, document pitfalls, and what it
means to be a lawyer….

H

ow long have you been in the
industry and what attracted
you to the commercial real estate
practice?

BC: I’ve been in the industry now for
16 years, articling with the firm in
1999 after graduating from Western
University. What interests me in
the practice, first and foremost, are
the people at the firm. When I was articling, I had
the fortunate opportunity to be involved in a very
large and interesting transaction where the Ontario
Teacher’s Pension Plan was purchasing the remaining
interest in the Cadillac Fairview Corporation and that
involved review of documentation of a lot of premium
properties across the country, as well as working with
key partners at the firm. I loved every aspect of this
assignment, and got hired into the group. The rest is
history.
What are a couple of the more interesting projects
you worked on?
BC: One was the purchase / leaseback by Larco
Investments in 2007 of a portfolio of federal office
buildings across the country. This was a significant
transaction with a value in the billions. More recently,
I was proud to be working on another billion-dollar
project, the creation of the Choice Properties REIT,
where Loblaw transferred almost 500 properties into
a new REIT. I’ve worked on various aspects of this
transaction nationally, including coordination with
several other legal firms (where BLG did not have
provincial representation).
What would a typical day at the office be like for you?
BC: I tend to start early, being in the office between
7:30-8am. If there is significant transactional work,

and we are in the middle of several deals, I am at
the office until about 8pm, but otherwise, I do try to
get out of the office by 6:30pm, and check emails a
couple more times from home. The tasks during the
day vary, and, as a partner I do have a supervisory role
in addition to the actual work; lease/document review
takes up part of the day, as well as checking progress
on open files and reacting accordingly. And of course,
like most people these days, the day consists of a lot of
emailing, as this is the preferred communication form
for most of our clients.
Lawyers are typically seen as “workaholics” with a
7am-7pm typical workday. Do you find a deviation
from this schedule with the new generation of lawyers?
BC: I would say the expectations are pretty much the
same – that you are available all the time, which is
not without frustration, but it’s the new reality. I think
what comes with that for younger people especially,
is that “yes, I am available all the time, but I’ll be in
the office during certain expected hours and I will
be spending a certain amount of time working from
home, or attending to a certain activity and I’ll be back
doing work after that’s over.” So, I would say hard
work is still an expectation, but when you choose to
do that work, there is a little bit more flexibility there,
especially for younger people, due to their mastery of
technology and hence, ability to manage their practice
without having to be in the office.
When dealing with opening an existing lease midterm, what do you find are the most typical complains
of Landlords? What about Tenants?
BC: I think the clauses that tend to be open to review
are, first and foremost anything that is unique where
the parties try to remember/interpret what they agreed
upon to begin with; this includes Options to Expand
the premises, Early Termination rights, and Relocation
rights. This last one is typically one that the Tenants do

not spend a lot of time thinking about at the negotiation
stage, and find that it can be very disruptive to their
business once the Landlords exercise it. Operating
Costs doesn’t get to the lawyers that often, but we do
find the Tenants being surprised with major fluctuations
in these costs once in a while.
Small business owners sometimes negotiate their own
leases with Landlords. What advice do you have for
them in these circumstances?
BC: I think one thing that the Tenants don’t spend
enough time analysing, is the timing issue, especially
if they are moving into new space. What is their
expectation on the move-in time, when does their
existing lease expire, what is the amount of work that
needs to be done in the new premises, how long will
that take, how long will the documentation take to be
signed considering negotiations etc. With respect to
the work, the Tenants might want to think of the time it
“should take” and multiply it by two, because in many
cases, it does take twice as long, especially if approvals
are involved. One other thing I would recommend, is
don’t even look at the lease before you start thinking
about what you want, but rather, make a list of things
that are important to you in the new space, and start
with incorporating that into the lease. If you start with
diving into the lease details too much, particularly
on the Tenant side, it’s very easy to get lost into the
“small print” - and you’re definitely going to deal with
a document that’s very landlord friendly to begin with.
What are some of the reasons you’ve seen deals fall
apart after the business terms have been agreed upon?
BC: To my good fortune, although it surely has
happened at some point, it doesn’t happen often at all.

Maybe I’m undermining the importance of my own
profession, but when deals fall apart it is unlikely to be
for a legal reason. The business factors can still affect
a deal even after it’s fully negotiated; certainly if you
think about the retail sector, when there is a major shift
in strategy at the highest level of the business such that
while, for example, they decided a few months ago
they would be in an expansion mode, they now see
that the market conditions won’t allow them to do that
- that’s the type of large-scale business events that affect
deals that aren’t closed yet. Another example would
be a disconnect in a larger organization between the
deal-makers on the ground and the executives who are
doing a final review. Not too many legal clauses would
be of such a nature that would “kill” a deal, assuming
everyone is committed to the underlining transaction,
other than perhaps the discovery of an environmental
problem, or structural problem that can’t be dealt with
by reducing the purchase price (when the deal is in
legal review and due diligence is still ongoing).

Brennan M. Carroll is a Partner
at Borden Ladner Gervais, LLP.
His focus is the commercial
real estate practice, including
all types of commercial leases,
agreements
of
purchase
and sale, and mergers &
acquisitions. He can be
reached at bmcarroll@blg.com
Ramona Ursu (interviewer) acts as the Director,
Corporate Outreach for REIC. She can be
reached at ramona.ursu@svn.com

Would you like to meet new people, have fun & improve your
business skills at the same time?
Volunteer to help with any of the REIC Toronto Chapter
Committees. There are plenty of choices to entertain yourself
while making business connections. If you would like to
participate send us a line to info@reictoronto.com

We’ d love to hear from you!
If you have something that would be of interest to the
membership, we would be happy to consider it for a
future issue.
Please send us an email to whatsnew@reictoronto.com

Billy Bishop
Airport new
pedestrian tunnel

T

he recently opened new tunnel connects downtown
Toronto to Billy Bishop Airport in no time. It takes
just 6 minutes to get across in three easy steps!
1. Passengers descend 30 metres (10 storeys) through a
set of elevators
2. Moving sidewalks in each direction will carry travelers
240 metres at a rate of 2.3 km/hr
3. Two sets of steeps escalators connect them directly to
the atrium

Memorabilia and history of the Canadian flying Ace Billy
Bishop along with a replica of his WW1 plane are showcased in the landing hallway with great views of Toronto.

We anticipate that within time the décor of the tunnel
would be improved substantially as at this stage it looks
plain and minimalist.

